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Overall description: The Tokyo Tower was built in the 1950’s, six years before the opening of the Shinkansen and the 

Tokyo Olympic Games and prior to Japan’s emergence as a globally recognized high-tech nation. Like the Eiffel Tower, 

the Tokyo Tower is a self-standing structure, with a truss structure composed of steel frames. The tower is height of 

333 m tall, slightly taller than the height of the Eiffel Tower (324 m) built 69 years prior in 1889. These are often 

compared to something. *a) Prior to the completion of building the Tokyo Skytree Tower in 2012, Tokyo Tower was 

proud of Japan's tallest structure for 51 years. 

Construction period: Construction started in June 1957, and the tower was completed a year and a half later in , 

December 1958. 

Current usage status: With the completion of the Tokyo Skytree Tower in 2012, the Tokyo Tower serves mostly as a 

spare radio tower. Its mainThe main purpose is the acceptance of tourist visitors. Even though many visitors are 

visiting the Skytree, Tokyo Tower still receives ~3 million visitors per a year.  

Characteristics as a tourist attraction: A 50-year-old commemorative renewal has been made.   

 ・Observation deck: There are two main decks with a height of 120 m and a top deck at 223.55 m, respectively. ·  

 ・External Attractiveness of color llighting: Depending on the season, in order to celebrate special occasions, LED  

lighting shines throughout the tower at night in various patterns. 

・Elevator: Elevator improvements have allowed the time to the top observation deck to be shortened from the  

conventional 1 minute to only 45 seconds. Each of the three elevators has a name (“UFO”/“Universe”/“HIKARI	 no	 

RU^BIIKUKYU^BU	 (Rubik's	 Cube	 of	 the	 light)”). 

・5 floors of attached building for tourists: The space under the tower is wide, and includes there is a five-story  

building called "Foot Town". This building includes souvenir shops, restaurants and attractions. 	 

There are also an aquarium on the first floor and an amusement park on the roof.	  
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   Sightseeing occurs even at night; large buses are a constant sight. 
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